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Highlights

• File filtering and transformation support 
for over 1000 file formats, including audio, 
video, structured and unstructured files

• Support for all common file types, including 
PDFs, PSTs and Lotus Notes NSF (not 
supported by competing technologies)

• Full capture of text, metadata and security 
information

• High-fidelity and non-native viewing, 
printing and highlighting capabilities

• Automatic detection of file types without 
relying on filename extensions

• Eliminate the need for developers to stay 
current with native applications’ releases, 
past or present

• Benchmark studies show KeyView IDOL 
performs at least 3x faster, and often up 
to 10x faster, than competing filtering 
technologies

• Market-leading R&D investment
• Filtering support for all major platforms, 

including Mac (not supported by competing 
technologies)

• Wholly proprietary technology
• Reduce long-tail cost of exceptions by over 

5X, saving thousands of dollars in legal 
review and other file intensive processes

“KeyView IDOL Filter 
and Export SDKs 
offer superior overall 
performance and 
robustness. Further, 
we felt that the 
technical support was 
second to none.”

—Ken Ng, Vice President of Enterprise 
Information Management, Oracle

Autonomy KeyView IDOL
File filtering and transformation provides a vital technology for any application leveraging unstructured data 
- a content form that dominates the enterprise landscape. Typically all enterprises will have a unique blend 
of databases, content management systems, off-the-shelf applications and custom solutions. This leads to 
a wide variety of file formats and data types needing to be supported. For this reason, it is not enough for 
the search technology to simply connect to the repositories through its connectors. Once connected, it must 
also have the proper filtering technology to extract content from the assortment of files that reside in the 
repositories. 

File filtering plays an important role in areas as varied as eDiscovery, email security and content 
management because all applications must have the capacity to process unstructured data. For instance, 
search is only as good as the places it looks, and if the search engine is unable to index all file types, it is 
bound to miss many relevant documents. This flaw is wholly unacceptable (and costly) in today’s litigious 
environment, where companies are required by law to produce all electronically stored information (ESI) 
relevant to a case. In another example, if the technology is unable to filter through all the emails and the 
different attachments, it will be impossible to monitor all electronic communication for potential security 
breaches or data privacy loss.

Autonomy’s KeyView IDOL is the market-leading file filtering and transformation solution. It extracts text, 
metadata, and security information from over 1000 file formats to render all enterprise data available 
for search and other critical business operations. It provides high-fidelity viewing and printing as well as 
annotation and conversion to Web-ready and valid XML formats. 

KeyView IDOL provides three SDKS:

• Filter SDK extracts text and metadata from any file type on any platform

• Export SDK automatically converts documents into Web-ready HTML and valid XML

• Viewing SDK provides high-fidelity viewing and printing capabilities

Commitment to R&D
Autonomy’s IDOL and Verity’s KeyView each supported hundreds of file formats prior to Autonomy’s 
acquisition of Verity in 2005. The combination of two products has led to the emergence of Autonomy’s 
KeyView IDOL as the definitive market leader in file filtering and transformation technology. With its support 
for over 1000 file formats, it far surpasses Oracle Stellent in breadth and depth of support.

More importantly, because Autonomy recognizes the importance of file filtering and transformation in 
delivering meaningful business value, it therefore continues to invest significant R&D to improving KeyView 

KeyView IDOL continues to improve performance
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IDOL technology. It is the first to support new file formats; for instance, it supported MS Office 2007 many months before Oracle Stellent. Its filtering 
technology performs at least three times faster, and as much as ten times faster (depending on the file type), than the next leading filtering technology, and 
performance continues to improve year after year as Autonomy’s R&D far outstrips the rest of the market.

KeyView IDOL Reduces the Long-tail Cost of Exceptions
The scope of an electronic data discovery project can span hundreds of file formats, including many new formats and out-dated formats. With Autonomy 
KeyView IDOL there are fewer exceptions in the indexing process; so more files are immediately available for review by attorneys in the workflow of Autonomy 
review tools. This differs significantly from systems that rely on the slower and more limited in-house filters or the stagnant Oracle Stellent filter technology that 
handle a very small subset of the total ESI landscape in both breadth and depth. These limited solutions dramatically increases the manual effort of handling 
the “long tail” of file exceptions due to this lack of coverage and the lack of ability to display and control native view options.

The money and time saved by KeyView IDOL at load time is just the initial yield, the savings grow as the process continues. Keyview IDOL’s Viewing and 
Export capabilities eliminate the cost, time and problems associated with native applications required by other solutions to manually handle exceptions during 
the analysis, review and production phases. For the typical legal analysis and review, the process is 5x faster with Autonomy technology.

File Filter
KeyView IDOL Filter extracts text, metadata and security information from over 1000 file formats on numerous platforms, leading to complete indexing of the 
entire enterprise corpus in a single index. Not only does this include all popular word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation formats, rich media files and 
files embedded within files, such as email attachments or embedded OLE objects, can also be extracted. Filters automatically recognize the file type being 
filtered and uses the appropriate filter without depending on unreliable filename extensions.

All security information is retrieved in its native form at the time of filtering, ensuring that security will be fully 
respected and not be compromised by any loss of data. Autonomy uniquely provides mapped security – the only 
index security model empirically proven to scale in the enterprise.

KeyView IDOL not only extracts text and metadata, but also preserves and intelligently processes all object rules, 
business intelligence and complex metadata relationships that reside in business applications. KeyView IDOL 
analyzes relationships between business objects to intelligently propose related actions alongside the result list. 
Many of these applications, including CRMs, BIs, ERPs and ECMs, entrust KeyView IDOL to manage each of their 
complex business logic embedded in their systems.

Highlights of KeyView IDOL Filter SDK include:

• Robust, reliable and fast technology

• Extracts native text, metadata and security information from 
any file type on any platform

• Provides strong ROI by eliminating the expense of content 
reformatting and repurposing

• Thread-safe text-filtering enables scalable deployment in 
multi-threaded environments

• Parallel filtering of multiple documents instead of queuing 
them for sequential filtering

Export
With KeyView IDOL Export, you can make any document widely accessible and usable by delivering Web-ready HTML and valid XML to end-users and 
applications. All popular word processing, spreadsheet and presentation formats are supported, including Adobe PDF.

KeyView IDOL Export dynamically converts documents to well-formed, valid XML using a predefined Document Type Definition (DTD). By applying an XML 
vocabulary to the data structures in documents, KeyView IDOL Export makes it possible to index and search content and metadata in context. The data 
structures in source documents that are used to create zones during conversion can include such things as metadata (title, author, subject), document 
components (headers, footers, footnotes), tagged text (heading levels, bulleted lists, body text), table components (sheet name, row ID, column ID), and 
presentation components (notes, slide title).

Documents can be converted to HTML either on the fly or in batches, with graphics converted to any standard format including JPEG, GIF, CGM, PNG, WMF 
and Java. The resulting HTML is fully HTML 4.0 compliant and supported by all browsers. This is especially important for applications that will be used in 
large or complex enterprises, where requiring users to standardize on a single browser is impossible.

KeyView IDOL extracts  
text, metadata and security 
information from over  
1000 file formats, including 
audio and video.

Companies using KeyView IDOL include:



Highlights of KeyView IDOL Export include:

• Dynamic delivery of HTML or XML

• Simultaneous conversion of multiple documents

• Preservation of more source document characteristics

• Fully configurable conversion of embedded graphics (e.g. JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP)

• Easy integration into a large range of development environments

• Complete control of the design of generated pages

• Lower bandwidth footprint for SaaS applications

• de facto standard for Lotus, Symantec, Xerox, and other leading ISVs

Viewing
KeyView IDOL Viewing SDK enables high-fidelity viewing and printing capabilities for the word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, graphic, multimedia, 
compression and encoding formats that contain the information end-users need to access. Integrating KeyView IDOL Viewing into applications gives those 
end-users a single viewing and file management interface. End-users no longer need to license and install multiple applications in order to display the native 
files with which the application interacts. And because the KeyView IDOL Viewing SDK is regularly updated, applications are kept current with the latest 
versions of all file formats.

Highlights of the KeyView IDOL Viewing SDK include:

• Provides near-native viewing

• Detects, displays and prints with the highest fidelity

• Provides a single interface for viewing and managing files

• Generates thumbnail views of documents, spreadsheets and pictures

Files Supported
Following is a sampling of the file formats we support. Support for over 1000 file formats, including:

Original PDF Document Competing Solution KeyView IDOL HTML Conversion

Archive
7-Zip (7Z)
BinHex(HQX)
GZIP (GZ)
Java Archive (JAR)
Legato EMailXtender Archive (EMX)
Microsoft Cabinet format (CAB)
Microsoft Compressed Folder (LZH/LHA)
PKZIP (multiple versions) (ZIP)
RAR Archive (RAR)
Tape Archive (TAR)
UNIX Compress (Z)
UU Encode (UUE)
WinZip (multiple versions) (ZIP)

Binary Formats
Executable (EXE)
Dynamic Link Library (DLL)

Computer-Aided Design
AutoCAD Drawing (multiple
versions) (DWG)
AutoCAD Drawing Exchange
(multiple versions) (DXF)
CATIA formats (CAT)
Microsoft Visio (multiple versions) (VSD)
Microstation (DGN)

Database Formats
Microsoft Access (MDB)
Microsoft Project (MPP)

Display
Adobe PDF
Apabi eBook (CEB)

Graphic
Computer Graphics Metafile (.cgm)
CorelDRAW (.cdr)
DCX Fax System (.dcx)
Encapsulated PostScript (.eps)
Enhanced Metafile (.emf)
Graphics Interchange Format (.gif)
Joint Photographic Experts Group (.jpeg)
Lotus AMIDraw Graphics (.sdw)
Lotus Pic (.pic)
Macintosh Raster (.pic, .pict)

MacPaint (.pntg)
Microsoft Office Drawing (.mso)
PC PaintBrush (.pcx)
Portable Network Graphics (.png)
SGI RGB Image (.rgb)
Sun Raster Image (.rs)
Tagged Image File (.tiff)
Truevision Targa (.tga)
Windows Animated Cursor (.ani)
Windows Bitmap (.bmp)
Windows Icon Cursor (.ico)
Windows Metafile (.wmf)
WordPerfect Graphics 1 (.wpg)
WordPerfect Graphics 2 (.wpg)

Continued...
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Other Offices
Autonomy has additional offices in Antwerp, Barcelona, Beijing, Boston, Calgary, 
Cambridge, Chicago, Dallas, Kuala Lumpur, London, Madrid, Mexico City, Milan, 
Munich, New York, Paris, Pleasanton, Rome, San Francisco, Santa Clara, 
Shanghai, Singapore, Santiago, Sao Paulo, Stockholm, Sydney, Tokyo, Utrecht and 
Washington, D.C.

Files Supported...continued

About Autonomy
Autonomy Corporation plc (LSE: AU. or AU.L), a global leader in infrastructure software for the enterprise, spearheads the Meaning Based Computing 
movement. IDC recently recognized Autonomy as having the largest market share and fastest growth in the worldwide search and discovery market. 
Autonomy's technology allows computers to harness the full richness of human information, forming a conceptual and contextual understanding of any piece 
of electronic data, including unstructured information, such as text, email, web pages, voice, or video. Autonomy's software powers the full spectrum of 
mission-critical enterprise applications including pan-enterprise search, customer interaction solutions, information governance, end-to-end eDiscovery, records 
management, archiving, business process management, web content management, web optimization, rich media management and video and audio analysis.

Autonomy's customer base is comprised of more than 20,000 global companies, law firms and federal agencies including: AOL, BAE Systems, BBC, 
Bloomberg, Boeing, Citigroup, Coca Cola, Deutsche Bank, DLA Piper, Ericsson, FedEx, Ford, GlaxoSmithKline, Lloyds Banking Group, NASA, Nestlé, the New 
York Stock Exchange, Reuters, Shell, Tesco, T-Mobile, the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission. More than 400 companies OEM Autonomy technology, including Symantec, Citrix, HP, Novell, Oracle, Sybase and TIBCO. The 
company has offices worldwide.

Please visit www.autonomy.com to find out more.

Messaging
Domino XML Language (.dxl)
Legato Extender (.onm)
Lotus Notes (.nsf)
Mailbox (Thunderbird 1.0, Eudora 6.2) (.mbx)
Microsoft Outlook (multiple versions) (.msg)
Microsoft Outlook Express (multiple versions, Mac 
and PC) (.eml)
Microsoft Outlook Personal Folder (multiple versions) 
(.pst)
Text Mail (MIME)
Transport Neutral Encapsulation Format
Yahoo Messenger (YIM)

Multimedia
Advanced Audio Coding File (.aac )
Audio Codec 3 File (.ac3 )
Audio Interchange File Format (.aiff)
Advanced Systems Format File (.asf )
Microsoft ASF Redirector File (.asx )
Audio file No (.au )
Compressed Audio File (.aud )
Avid Bin File (.avb )
Audio Video Interleave File (.avi )
DivX-Encoded Movie (.divx)
DRM Delivery Message (.dm )
Digital Video File (.dv )
Sony Digital Voice File (.dvf)
Microsoft Digital Video Recording (.dvr-ms )
Google Video File (.gvi )
Google Video Pointer (.gvp )
DVD-Video Disc Information File (.ifo )
Interchange File Format (.iff )
iMovie Project (.imovieproject )
Internet Streaming Video (.ivs)
MPEG-1 Video File (.m1v )
MPEG-2 Video (.m2v )
Media Playlist File (.m3u )
MPEG-4 Audio File (.m4a )
iTunes Audio Book (.m4b )
iTunes Music Store Audio File (.m4p )
MPEG-4 Video File (.m4e )
MPEG-4 Playlist (.m4u )
iTunes Video File (.m4v )
Monarch Audio File (.ma1 )
MATLAB Variables Binary File (.mat )
MIDI File (.mid )

MIDI File (.midi)
MJPEG Video File (.mjp )
Amiga Music Module File (.mod )
Apple QuickTime Movie (.moov)
Apple QuickTime Movie (.mov )
QuickTime Movie File (.movie)
MPEG Layer II Compressed Audio File (.mp2 )
MP3 Audio File (.mp3 )
MPEG-4 Video File (.mp4 )
MPEG Audio File (.mpa )
MPEG Movie File (.mpe )
MPEG Video File (.mpeg)
MPEG-1 Video File (.mp1 )
MPEG-2 Video File (.mp2 )
MPEG audio File (.mp3 )
MPEG-1/2/4 Video File (.mpg )
MPEG Layer 3 Audio File (.mpu )
MPEG-2 Video Stream (.mpv2)
Windows Movie Maker Project (.mswmm )
Ogg Vorbis Compressed Audio File (.ogg )
Apple QuickTime Movie (.qt )
QuickTime Cache File (.qtch )
Real Audio File (.ra)
Real Audio Media (.ram )
Raw Audio Data (.raw )
Reason ReFill Sound Bank (.rfl )
Real Media File (.rm )
Rich Music Format (.rmf)
RMID MIDI File (.rmi)
RealVideo Variable Bit Rate File (.rmvb)
RealJukebox Format (.rmx )
Real Tracker Instrument (.rti)
Real Tracker Module (.rtm)
RealPlayer Streaming Media (.rts)
QuickTime Real-Time Streaming Format (.rts)
Real Video File (.rv )
Sound Blaster Instrument (.sbi)
MIDI Sample Dump Standard (.sds)
Sample MIDI Dump Exchange (.sdx)
Standard MIDI File (.smf)
VideoLink Mail Video (.smv )
Sound File (.snd )
Macintosh Sound Resource (.snd )
MIDI Song File (.sng )
ShockWave Audio (.swa)
Macromedia Flash Movie (.swf)
Generic Video File (.vid)

DVD Video Object (.vob )
VoxWare Dialogic Audio File (.vox )
Windows WAVE Sound File (.wav )
WAVE Sound File (.wave)
Windows Media Audio Redirect (.wax )
Windows Media File (.wm )
Windows Media Audio File (.wma )
Windows Media Download Package (.wmd )
Windows Media playlist (.wpl )
Windows Media Video File (.wmv )
Windows Media Redirector (.wmx )
WavPack Audio File (.wv )
Extensible Music File (.xmf )
Extended MIDI File (.xmi )

Office Files
Adobe FrameMaker Interchange Format (multiple 
versions) (.mif)
Apple Keynote
Apple Numbers
Apple Pages
Applix Presents (multiple versions) (.ag)
Applix Spreadsheets (multiple versions) (.as)
Applix Words (multiple versions) (.aw)
Comma Separated Values (.csv)
Corel Presentations (multiple versions) (.shw)
Corel Quattro Pro (multiple versions) (.wb2, .wb3)
Corel WordPerfect Linux (.wps)
Corel WordPerfect Macintosh (.wps)
Corel WordPerfect Windows (.wo)
Corel WordPerfect Windows (.wpd)
Data Interchange Format (.dif)
DisplayWrite (.ip)
Folio Flat File (.fff)
Fujitsu Oasys (.oa2)
Haansoft Hangul (.hwp)
IBM DCA/RFT (Revisable Form Text) (SC23-0758-1) 
(.dc)
JustSystems Ichitaro (multiple versions) (.jtd)
Lotus 1-2-3 (multiple versions) (.123, .wk4)
Lotus 1-2-3 Charts (multiple versions) (.123)
Lotus AMI Pro (multiple versions) (.sam)
Lotus AMI Professional Write Plus (.ami)
Lotus Freelance Graphics (multiple versions) (.prz)
Lotus SmartMaster (multiple versions) (.mwp)
Lotus Word Pro (multiple versions) (.lwp)
Macromedia Flash (multiple versions) (.swf)

Microsoft Excel Charts (multiple versions) (.xls)
Microsoft Excel for Mac (.xls)
Microsoft Excel Windows (multiple versions) (.xls)
Microsoft Excel Windows XML (.xlsx)
Microsoft Office Excel Binary Format (.xlsb)
Microsoft PowerPoint for Mac (.ppt, .pps)
Microsoft PowerPoint PC (.ppt, .pps)
Microsoft PowerPoint Windows (multiple versions) 
(.ppt, .pps)
Microsoft PowerPoint Windows XML (.pptx, .pptm, 
.potx, .potm, .ppsx, .ppsm)
Microsoft Windows Write (multiple versions) (.wri)
Microsoft Word PC (multiple versions) (.doc)
Microsoft Word for Mac (.doc)
Microsoft Word Windows (multiple versions) (.doc)
Microsoft Word Windows XML (.docx, .dotx, .dotm)
Microsoft Works (multiple versions) (.wps)
Microsoft Works Spreadsheet (multiple versions) 
(.s30, .s40)
OpenOffice Impress (multiple versions) (.sxi, .sxp, 
.odp)
Oasis Open Document Format (.ods, .sxc, .stc)
Oasis Open Document Format (.odt, .sxw, .stw)
OpenOffice Calc (.sxc, .ods)
OpenOffice Writer (multiple versions) (.sxw, .odt)
Quark XPress
StarOffice Calc (multiple versions) (.sxc, .ods)
StarOffice Impress (multiple versions) (.sxi, .sxp, 
.odp)
StarOffice Writer (multiple versions) (.sxw, .odt)
WordPad (multiple versions) (.rtf)
XML Paper Specification (.xps)
XyWrite (v4.12) (.xy4)

Text and Markup
ANSI (.txt)
ASCII (.txt)
HTM
HTML (v3, v4)
Microsoft Excel Windows XML (.xml)
Microsoft Word Windows XML (.xml)
Microsoft Visio XML (.vdx)
MHTML (.mht)
Rich Text Format (multiple versions) (.rtf)
Unicode Text (multiple versions) (.txt)
XHTML
XML (generic) (.xml)

Disclaimer: Competitive information is based on information and belief available to Autonomy based on information provided by third parties.
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